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BE REMEMBERED

OUR STORY 
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world infused with an 

artisan touch and modern confidence. Specializing in handcrafted jewel-

lery and accessories made with genuine Italian leather, natural stones, and 

precious metals, these one-of-a-kind pieces highlight the human touch 

with high-end finishes and acute attention to detail. Armoir brings vintage 

designs back to life with contemporary, high-fashion, boho-style accesso-

ries. Armoir ethically crafts each piece with high standards in Canada, with 

great attention to materials, finishings, and complete design and 

functionality.  Let each piece take you on a journey through time and

 self-discovery. 



ANYA 
COLLECTION

AN020 AN021AN022

A piece of regalia reminiscent of 
a time of queens and kingdoms. 
The necklaces are each unique, 
made of agate, swarovski crystals, 
quartz. and genuine leather. Em-
bellished with a statement chain, 
rhodium plated. One bracelet, 
a true raw an classy look, thick 
magnetic clasp made out of pew-
ter with a hammered finish look, 
all chains are rhoidum plated.
Bracelet available in  - 7”,7.5”,8”
Made in Canada

AN020



AN024AN028

AN025 AN026 AN027

AN029



DENZO
COLLECTION
The essence of strength and 
agility. Thie collection brings 
you assorted weaved chains, 
genuine leather, and a rugged 
look with bright precious metal 
plating. Be remebered with our 
Denzo look male or female. 
Available in 7.5,8,8.5
crafted in Canada.
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SUBMERGE
NECKLACE
COLLECTION

SBN044

SBN042

SBN043

SBN040 SBN041

Beauty and elegance in one 
collection. A mixture of the old 
world and classic shapes make 
up uneven shapes for a per-
fectly striking look.  The bold 
beaded and weaved chain 
completes your statement . 
Rhodium plated chains and 
elements, glass pearls, resin 
ornaments, crafted in Canada.



Beauty and elegance in one 
collection. A mixture of the 
old world and classic shapes 
make up interweaved pieces 
for a perfectly balanced unisex 
look. The black leather cord 
and rowball chain hold beads 
of pewter and rhodium plated 
links in 6.75, 7.5, and 8 inches. 
Made in Canada 
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SB028 SB039

SB038

SB032

SB034

SB031

SB033

SB035



The serpent: the ultimate expression 

of good and evil and a representation 

of rebirth and fertility. Celebrate your 

wild side with these genuine Italian 

leather bracelets with an intricate 

handmade snakehead toggle, or 

leather slit.

Available in cognac, black, denim 

blue. 

Available in 7 and 8 inches.

Made in Canada

COBRA 
COLLECTION

CB010 - cognac

CB010 - black

CB011 - grey

CB010 - denim blue



D010 - cognac D010 - mustard

D010 - black D010 - denim blue

D010 - grey
D010 - brown

DON
COLLECTION
The perfect piece for any influential and high-powered gentleman. These 
bracelets of cognac and black genuine Italian leather area tied together with 
a silver buckle that comes in 7.5 and 8 inches and 
perfectly compliments any outfit from business to recreation.
D010 comes in cognac, mustard, black, blue, grey, and chestnut.
D011 comes in cognac/black, chestnut/black,  and blue/striped cognac mix. 

Made in Canada



D011 - cognac + blackD011 - grey + black

D011 - cognac + blue



R021

ORB010 - Pearl whiteORB011 - Wild green

ORB012 - Wild green ORB013 - Pearl white

ORBITS 
COLLECTION
Our travels take us out of 

space, far away. In a galaxy 

of multiple shapes and sizes. 

Time has no meaning and 

rules can be ignored. Orbits 

collection features glass 

pearls incased in odd shaped 

rings and out of balance 

forms. Simple yet enough to 

be rememebred when worn.

All metal findings are rhodium 

plated pewter.

Bracelets available in 

7”, 7.5”, 8”

Pendants available in 

26” chain.

 

Made in Canada
ORB014 - Pearl whiteORB015 - Wild green



This female cuff collection is perfect 

for any outfit, any day. These mas-

culinebracelets with feminine twists 

are made with genuine leather that 

are eitherembossed, weaved, or or-

namented with leather findings, and 

are tied together with an eye-catch-

ing pewter clasp, rhodium plated.  

Made in Canada. Available in , 

cognac, chestnut, white, black mix, 

blue mix, white mix, cognac mix. in 

40mm or 20 mm. 7” & 7.5”L.

CARLU
COLLECTION

CR010 - 40mm. 7” & 7.5”

CR010 - chestnut

CR010 - white

CR010mix - white

CR010mix - black

CR010mix - cognac

CR010mix - blue



SB032

T010

T011

T012

T013

T012

TOUCH  COLLECTION
Masculine simplicity with a slight edge. For those who wish to remain trendy 

but need more than yesterday and  enough for tomorrow. This collection

features genuine cowhide strands with gun metal finihings. Versatile 

with casual or dress wear. 

Available in  - 8” , 8.5” Made in Canada
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